In recent years, our understanding about bacterial persistence has significantly advanced: we 15 comprehend the persister phenotype better, more triggers for persistence entry have been found, 16 and more insights in the involvement and role of toxin-antitoxin systems and other molecular 17 mechanisms have been unravelled. In this review, we attempt to put these findings into an 18 integrated, system-level perspective. From this point of view, persistence can be seen as a response 19 to a strong perturbation of metabolic homeostasis, either triggered environmentally, or by means of 20 intracellular stochasticity. Metabolic-flux-regulated resource allocation ensures stress protection, 21
Introduction

24
Bacteria can survive antibiotic treatment because they either have acquired genetic resistance, 25 allowing for growth in the presence of an antimicrobial compound, or because they express the so-26 called persister phenotype. Persistence is a state characterized by a transient, non-inheritable 27 antibiotic tolerance, typically associated with dormancy and lack of antibiotic target activity. Cells in 28 this state -persister cells -are a health threat because they can wake up and cause post-treatment 29 relapse of infections [1] . Although persisters were discovered already in 1944 [2] , most research on 30 these cells was done in the last decade, after it was found that persisters are phenotypic variants in 31 clonal populations [3] . 32
Next to the persisters occurring in exponentially growing cultures at frequencies of about 10 -6 -10 -4
33
[4], several other laboratory models are currently used to study persisters: persisters formed upon 34 starvation [5] , persisters formed after overexpression of toxins [6] , and persisters formed in 35 response to a diauxic [7] or a rapid nutrient shift [8] (Fig. 1A-D) . Recently, our knowledge about 36 persistence has significantly increased, and several reviews covered this advance [9] [10] [11] [12] and also 37 highlighted a number of inconsistencies in the field [13] . 38
In this current opinion review, we would like to contribute a system-level perspective on 39 persistence, focussed on the following questions: (i) Is the persister state and the associated 40 antibiotic tolerance achieved through active mechanisms, or is the tolerance simply based on the 41 lack of antibiotic target activity? (ii) Is there a common mechanism, which underlies persister 42 formation, despite the fact that persistence can be formed in so many different ways? (iii) Can the 43 very fragmented knowledge about persisters be integrated into a system-level picture that globally 44 explains persistence and its emergence? Drawing on the findings from the past few years, we sketch 45 potential answers to these questions. We hope that this review and the outlined system-level 46 perspective will stimulate the discussion and further research on bacterial persistence.
Persistence is a general stress response
48
Until recently, the persister phenotype was elusive. In fact, on the basis of the observation that 49 starved cells also exhibit antibiotic tolerance [14, 15] , one could argue that persistence is not an 50 actively achieved phenotype with specific features, but that the antibiotic tolerance is just conferred 51 by the inactivity of the antibiotic targets. While experimental assessment of the persister phenotype 52 has been difficult due to the low occurrence of persister cells in nutrient-rich cultures, early genetic 53 screenings had identified that toxin-antitoxin systems (TAS) can increase the fraction of persisters 54 [10, 16] , which provided the first hint that the persister state could indeed be an actively achieved 55 phenotype. 56
System-level transcriptome studies, performed on stochastically induced persisters separated by cell 57 sorting, or enriched by lysis of growing cells with ampicillin, revealed that the persister phenotype is 58 characterized by a higher expression of stress response and TAS genes, as well as lower expression 59 of flagellar genes compared to growing cells [17, 18] . Further, the nutrient-shift method for 60 generating large amounts of persisters also enabled their phenotypic characterization with other 61 high throughput methods. Here, it was found that the persister proteome is characterized by a shift 62 towards catabolism and a global stress response, mainly governed by the stress response regulator 63 While so far, the prevalent notion is that toxin-antitoxin systems are the key players in persister 85 formation [9], a body of evidence suggests that a strong perturbation of metabolic homeostasis, for 86 instance, a severe reduction in metabolic flux, might be at the core of persister formation. First, as 87 mentioned above, various metabolic genes have been shown to affect persister frequency [11] . 88 Second, in different persistence models, it was found that a decrease in metabolic flux (sometimes 89 inferred from a reduction in growth rate) correlated with an increased persister frequency. For 90 instance, stochastic persister formation was found to increase with increasing concentrations of 91 glucose transport inhibitor, which caused a reduction in growth rate [4] . Further, the frequency of 92 nutrient shift-induced persisters was found to be dependent on metabolic flux, both before and 93 after the nutrient shift [8, 19] . Moreover, it was shown that in S. aureus persistence is caused by a 94 decrease in ATP concentration [25] , a manifestation of a perturbed metabolic homeostasis. Finally, it 95 was shown that imbalances in the metabolic network other than metabolic flux limitation can cause 96 persister formation: following the finding that the fastest-growing sub-population of cells in anisogenic bacterial population was enriched in persister cells [21] , another study computationally 98 predicted and then experimentally verified that growth arrest and persistence can be caused by 99 imbalances in the metabolic network, other than those initiated by metabolic flux limitations [26] . 100
According to this study, if some metabolic reactions occur at rates that are too fast for optimality, 101 metabolites could accumulate, and toxicity of these metabolites can cause growth arrest, mediating 102 persistence. 103
All strong perturbations of metabolism, whether coming from environmental perturbations, or from 104 intracellular stochastic variation in enzyme levels [27] , which finally cause the metabolic flux to 105 collapse, could theoretically lead to a vicious cycle ultimately leading to a state of non-growth: A 106 reduction in metabolic flux inherently reduces the rate protein synthesis. If a reduction of metabolic 107 flux would be so strong that the resulting protein synthesis rate would be lower than the inherent 108 protein degradation rate, then this could result in a vicious cycle ( Fig. 2A) , where metabolic 109 homeostasis, i.e. normal metabolic flux, could not be restored anymore, because proteins would 110 degrade faster than they are synthesized. Indeed, limiting protein synthesis has been shown to 111 induce persistence [28] . 112
The end point of such theoretical vicious cycle would be a state of non-growth. Such a state -which 113 notably would not (!) be the persister state -could have existed in very primitive organisms that had 114 not yet evolved the stress response. This state of non-growth (without stress response) and the 115 normal growth state could be considered two different attractors on a phenotypic landscape (Fig.  116 2B). Upon a weak perturbation of metabolic homeostasis, mechanisms, such as the transcriptional 117 circuits cAMP-CRP and FBP-Cra in E. coli, might kick in and restore the normal growth state. Upon 118 too strong perturbations, the vicious cycle, however, might pull the cell to the non-growth attractor. 119
Metabolic flux could be the critical variable in this decision-making process: Not only the entry into 120 the vicious cycle might be metabolic-flux dependent, but also the mechanisms to restore the normal 121 growth state were found to be partly regulated by metabolic flux [8, 29, 30] .
If a cell would get into a situation of such a vicious cycle, where proteins degrade faster than they 123 are synthesized, then there would be no more way to restore the metabolic homeostasis. These 124 cells, while transiently tolerant to antibiotics due to lack of antibiotic target activity, would be devoid 125 of energy and resources, and essentially be doomed to die, unless very favourable environmental 126 changes would occur soon enough. To avoid such a situation, we argue that cells have evolved 127
another attractor, the safe persister state (Fig. 2C) . Here, the still available (but limited) external or 128 internal resources after a perturbation of metabolic homeostasis are used to ensure the reaching of 129 the safe and protected state of persistence, for instance by using the limited resources for the 130 expression of stress response mechanisms. These mechanisms pull the cell away from the non-131 growth attractor, thus avoiding death. 132
Flux-dependent resource allocation ensures safe shut-down 133 We argue that in order to avoid being pulled into the vicious cycle and essentially into death, cells, 134 with sensing increasingly worse metabolic operation, redirect increasingly more protein expression 135 resources into stress protection, such that they can reach the safe persister state with high 136 probability, should conditions get even worse. In fact, recent E. coli proteome studies showed that 137 cellular resource allocation is indeed done in a flux-or growth rate-dependent manner [31, 32] . 138
Analyses of the acquired proteome data with genome-scale models of metabolism and 139 macromolecular expression (ME models) showed that E. coli already under normal growth 140 conditions preventatively invests significant resources for stress protection [33, 34] . 141 Which mechanism could be responsible for allocating resources to the stress proteome in a growth-142 rate or flux-dependent manner? Here, the alarmone ppGpp (guanosine tetraphosphate), triggering 143 transcriptional programmes such as the stringent response and the σ S (RpoS) stress response [35] , 144 might be responsible for the allocation of resources into the stress proteome. In fact, it was found 145 that the above mentioned allocation of protein expression resources into stress protection is mainly 146 regulated by the general stress response sigma factor σ strains not producing ppGpp, putatively responsible for the stress resource allocation, were found to 166 have decreased number of persisters, yet, they were still observed [5, 41] . It remains to be tested, 167 whether these ppGpp negative cells have the specific features of the persister phenotype, or 168 whether such cells, because of the lack of stress protection, would rather resemble the cells of a 169 non-growth state (Fig. 2C) . Also, TAS were shown to be of minor importance for the formation of nutrient-shift induced 214 persisters [19] and hipA overexpression led to prolonged wake-up times of persister cells [55] . 215
Furthermore, a computational study, investigating the dynamics of phenotype switching, found that 216 in exponentially growing cultures, in which persisters are stochastically formed, the fraction of 217 persisters is not influenced significantly by modulating the wake-up rate [56] . Together, these 218 findings would support the notion that TAS are rather important to prevent the exit from 219 persistence. However, it remains to be ultimately proven that TAS are in place to primarily stabilize 220 the persister state and to enhance the growth-inhibiting feedback, initiated by a strong perturbation 221 of metabolic homeostasis, rather than to trigger persistence. 222
Persistence as a robust biological system 223 Taken together, we propose that the states of persistence or growth can be viewed as two attractors 224 in a phenotypic landscape with 'metabolic flux' as one dimension and 'activity of growth inhibiting 225 mechanisms' as second dimension, and a watershed separating the two attractors (Fig. 3A-C) . Once 226 a metabolic perturbation occurs, the multiple layers of regulation decide between a trade-off: 227 growth restoration at the risk of death, or stress protection and persistence at the cost of no growth. 228
In constant environmental conditions, stochastic induction of growth-inhibiting mechanisms or a 229 stochastically low expression of a flux-controlling enzyme could force a cell to enter the persister 230 state (Fig. 3A) . Upon increasing the activity of growth-inhibiting and stress protection mechanisms 231 (for example, after rpoS overexpression), cells would transit into persistence already at higher 232 metabolic flux (Fig. 3B) increases the number of persisters. On the other hand, a strong decrease in metabolic flux would 234 mediate persistence with only subsequent induction of the stress response (Fig. 3C) , which is 235 consistent, for instance, with the finding that sudden nutrient shifts inducing persistence. 236
While persistence can be induced through perturbing the cells along either of the two axes (Fig. 3A-237 C), these two variables are also inherently tethered and a change in one parameter will inevitably 238 influence the other: On one hand, growth inhibition (for instance, through TAS action) reduces The system that mediates persistence resembles the generic robust system as outlined by Kitano 244 [57]: The state of persistence is a phenotype achieved and maintained via complex and nested 245 regulation mechanisms. Various environmental perturbations can trigger persistence. The metabolic 246 flux at the core of persistence is connected to the various inputs through mechanisms that react tometabolic perturbations and cause, for instance, the flux-dependent ppGpp accumulation. The 248 particular mechanisms mediating the persister phenotype are connected to the metabolic core 249 through ppGpp-dependent resource allocation regulator (stringent response, RpoS), through ppGpp 250 mediated inhibition of basic cellular processes (TAS), or through growth-rate-dependent effects that 251
are not ppGpp-dependent (Fig. 4) . The redundancy found in the system that mediates persistence 252 would cause a high robustness of this system towards genetic modifications, which manifests itself 253 in the inability to eradicate persisters with simple genetic approaches. On the other hand, the 254 characteristic topology of the regulation having metabolic flux at its core would imply a high fragility 255 of persister cells towards metabolic perturbations, which target the central node of the system. This 256 fragility would manifest itself in the ease of generating persister cells by limiting metabolic flux, as 257 well as the ease of waking them up by restoring the metabolic flux. 258
How to target persistence?
259
Following the logic of the outlined systems perspective on persisters, combatting persisters could be 260 achieved in two ways. One possibility would be to induce persister exit, which can be accomplished 261 by restoration of metabolic flux [19, 58] . Another strategy would be to manipulate the cellular 262 resource allocation, i.e. preventing the cellular stress response, which was shown to pull cells into 263 the persistence state. Being less stress protected would likely not only compromise the persisters' 264 long-term survival, but it would also increase the probability that persisters would try to restore 265 their normal phenotype (i.e. moving towards the growth attractor). In case a cell manages to restore 266 the normal growth phenotype, it would again be susceptible to antibiotics. In case, such restoration 267 attempt fails, this would likely result in cell death. Indeed, it was shown that bacteria lacking the 268 stress regulator rpoS form less persisters [5, 19] and that lack of ppGpp greatly diminished the 269 formation of both ampicillin and ofloxacin persisters [41] . Thus, targeting the ppGpp-mediated stress 270 response also seems to be a potential strategy for combatting persisters. 271
Conclusions 272
The current and most prevalent view on persisters is centred on toxin-antitoxin systems [9] . Despite 273 their important role in persistence, in this review, we aimed to highlight the role of metabolism in 274 persister cell formation and to provide a broader view on persistence. We hope that through this 275 perspective we can further advance our understanding of bacterial persistence. In fact, we feel that 276 our view, and the expressed importance of metabolism, provides answers to the often observed 277 sensitivity of persisters to laboratory growth conditions and for the inconsistencies between results 278 obtained by different research groups, as highlighted in the recent reviews [9, 10, 13] . 
